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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
ajiv Awas Yojana (RAY) for the slum dwellers and the urban poor
envisages

a

‘Slum-free

India’

through

encouraging

States/Union

Territories to tackle the problem of slums in a definitive manner.

It calls for a multi-pronged approach focusing on:
¾ Bringing existing slums within the formal system and enabling them to
avail of the same level of basic amenities as the rest of the town.
¾ Redressing the failures of the formal system that lie behind the creation
of slums.
¾ Tackling the shortages of urban land and housing that keep shelter out
of reach of the urban poor and force them to resort to extra-legal
solutions in a bid to retain their sources of livelihood and employment.

Giridih headquarters of the Giridih district of Jharkhand state, India. The
literal meaning of Giridih is the land of hills & hillocks - giri, a Hindi word,
means hills and dih, another word of the local dialect, indicates upland. Before
1972 Giridih was part of Hazaribagh district.
Giridih is a centre of the prestigious Indian Statistical Institute (ISI). Giridih is
also one of the six Data Processing Centres of Data Processing Division (DPD) of
National Sample Survey Office (NSSO).
Giridih is located at 24.18°N 86.3°E. It has an average elevation of 289 metres
(948 ft). Śrī Sammeta Shikharji also known as the Parasnath Hills, located in
Giridih is the highest mountain peak in Jharkhand. It is a conical granite peak
located 4,477 feet (1,365 metres) above the sea level.
Giridih District is geographically divided into two natural divisions, which are
the central plateau and lower plateau. The central plateau touches the
western portion of the district near Bagodar block. The lower plateaus have an
undulating surface and an average height of 1300 feet. In the north and northRajiv Awas Yojna
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west, the lower plateaus form fairly level tablelands until they reach the ghats
when they drop to about 700 feet. The district has uniformly distributed and
vast forests. Sal tree is the most famous and predominant trees here. Among
other common trees are bamboo, semal, Mahua, palash, kusum, kend, Asian
pear and bhelwa.
Giridih district is divided into two main water heads - Barakar and Sakri rivers.
Giridih is rich in mineral resources and has several large coal fields with one of
the best qualities of metallurgical coal in India. Mica is found in abundance
near the blocks Tisri and Gawan. Mica is of importance not only to Jharkhand
but to India and other countries as well.
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Demographic:
As of 2011 India census,Giridih had a population of 114,447, it is the 8th largest
city of jharkhand. Males constitute 53% of the population and females 47%.
Giridih has an average literacy rate of 69%, higher than the national average of
59.5%; male literacy is 74%, and female literacy is 63%. In Giridih, 15% of the
population is under 6 years of age.
This town used to bustle with economic activity in the period from 60s to 80's
when the mineral mica processing and export community reaped tremendous
gains through exports to the USSR.
On the southern side of Giridih, in Beniadih, are the coal mines of Central
Coalfields Limited, a subsidiary of Coal India Limited (a Navratna and the
world's largest coal miner). It is the largest industry in the Giridih district and
major contributor to the economy of the town. Central Coalfields Limited itself
is a Miniratna.
The Data Processing Center of Data Processing Division (DPD) of National
Sample Survey Office (NSSO) provides complete IT solution from sample
selection, software development to processing and tabulation of data
canvassed through various socio-economic surveys of National Sample Survey
Organisation.
With the formation of new state of Jharkhand and governments' initiative, a lot
of small scale industries have come up in Giridih. They all are basically related
to metals, the majority of them being Sponge Iron (DRI) Units, Induction
Furnaces & Rolling Mills like Lal's, Mongia, Bharat Alloys, Atibir, Sri Ram Steels,
Bhardwaj, Salasar, Allied, Shivam Group and Gaurishanker Electrocastings.
There are several popular tourist attractions in Giridih District. The sightseeing
options offered by the district are simply worth visiting. The travellers visiting
this district can also have an adventurous experience with the options available.
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Nirvana shrine of Parshva, Shri Sammet Shikharji, Giridih. Śrī Sammeta
Shikharji known as the Parasnath Hills, with the highest mountain peak in
Jharkhand, 4480 feet above sea
level, is a major Jain pilgrimage
destination and one of the most
sacred places for Jains in the
world. According to Jain belief,
twenty

of

the

twenty-four

Tirthankaras (teachers of the
Jains), (including Parshvanath)
attained Moksha (Nirvana) from
this place.

Usri Falls: 13 km from town, on the Tundi road, it is one of the most famous
picnic spots in Giridih. The Usri river falls a 40 feet steep gorge in three
separate streams. The place is surrounded by dense forest of Parasnath Hills.
Khandoli Dam: located 10 km North-East of Giridih headquarters towards
Bengabad block, is a scenic water reservoir and a dam. The place has been
developed as a tourism attraction. It is a famous spot for water related
adventure sports and bird-watching. A watch tower and 600 feet high hillock
offers a panoramic view of Khandoli site. Elephant and Camel Safari and
numbers of other amusement facilities are available there including boating,
Rock-climbing, Parasailing and Kayaking.
Harihar Dham: It is a famous Shivlinga temple. A small hamlet about 60 km
South-west of Giridih district headquarters under Bagodar Block possesses the
largest Shiva Linga of India. Its height is 65 ft. People from all over India come
here every year on Shravan Poornima to worship.
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Langta Baba Samadhi Sthal: This is located in Kharagdiha, about 30 km North
West of the town on road towards Jamua. Langta Baba is revered both by the
Hindus and the Muslims alike. People offer chadar to his samadhi as a ritual,
and it is believed the wish made here by a true devotee always gets fulfilled.
Surya Mandir: Close to Kharagdiha, in Mirjaganj, is a famous lotus shaped Sun
Temple constructed in the middle of a lake.
1.2 Aims & Objective
Aim:
This project aims at preparation of the Slum area mapping of Urban Local
bodies using GIS and Remote Sensing Technology. There are 39 Urban Local
Body (ULB) in the State. It has been planned to cover 10 ULB in first phase,
Giridih one of them. The aim of this project is as follow:
a. Integrated development of all existing slums, notified or non-notified,
i.e.,

development

slums/rehabilitation

of

infrastructure

colonies

for

the

and
slum

housing

in

dwellers/urban

the
poor,

including rental housing;
b. Development/improvement/maintenance of basic services to the urban
poor,

including

water

supply,

sewerage,

drainage,

solid

waste

management, approach and internal road, street lighting, community
facilities such community toilets/baths, informal sector markets,
livelihoods centres, etc. and other community facilities like pre-schools,
child

care

centres,

schools,

health

centres

to

be

undertaken

inconvergence with programmes of respective Ministries;
c. Convergence with health, education and social security schemes for the
urban poor and connectivity infrastructure for duly connecting slums
with city-wide infrastructure facilities/projects;
d. Creation of affordable housing stock, including rental housing with the
provision of civic infrastructure and services, on ownership, rental or
rental-purGiridihe basis.
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Objective:
The prime objective of the project is to map the area of the slums using
remote sensing and GIS techniques and software development for web-enabled
GIS & MIS. The details of the objectives can be listed below;
i) Digitization of Base Information of the city & its fringes like Major
Roads & Rail, Administrative Boundary, Major River/Water Body etc.
using the available high resolution satellite data (Cartosat and
Quickbird) for the period of 2005-06
ii) Mapping of Slums areas and pockets
iii) Updating of Slum area by procurement of latest year’s (2010)
Cartosat-II data
iv) Mapping of available vacant land within urban areas and its vicinity
v) Outsourcing of micro level survey in the slum area
vi) Processing of layers like households, Roads, Sewerage, Storm
Drainage, Water line, electricity etc. generated through micro level
Survey and bringing it into GIS platform.
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METHODOLOGY

Satellite Data (Quickbird) Giridih

Geocoded by Data
provider

o Guide map
o Municipal Maps
o Census Data

Interpretation

Ancillary Data

Detailed Ground Truth

o GPS
o Digital camera

Final Classification

Base Map & Thematic Layer Generation
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After acquiring geo referenced quickbird satellite data of Giridih city. On
screen data extraction done by using GIS package. The detail of the projection
is listed in table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Projection Details

1.4:

Projection Type

UTM

Spheroid

WGS 84

Datum

WGS 84

UTM Zone

45 N

Unit

Meters

Data used

In this present study, the Multi-Temporal satellite data is used along with
Toposheet, guide map and other ancillary data. The details and the
specification of inputs are listed below:
Table 1.3: Details of Data Used
Satellite Data

Quick Bird Image

Survey of India Toposheet

Scale 1:50,000

Guide Map

Scale 1: 20,000

Municipal Map
Ground truth

List of notified slum
Detail survey of Giridih Municipal Area

1. 5 SOFTWARE USED
In this study/ Project, basically three softwares are used. These are:
o ERDAS IMAGINE 9.2
o ARCGIS 9.3
o Microsoft Office 2007
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CHAPTER 2: SLUM DESCRIPTION
General Background:
According to census of India, the urban population in the country as on 1st
March 2001 was 2866 million. This constituted 27.8% of the total population of
1028 millions. The net addition of population in urban areas during the decade
1991-2001 was about 68 million. The slum census, 2001 in towns with more
than 550,000 population, numbering 607, reported 40.606 million slum dwellers
which amounted to 22.76% of the population living in those 607 towns/cities.
This implies, nearly one out of every four persons reside in slums in our cities &
towns. Slums generally lack basic infrastructure, housing, social amenities and
this has implications on health and productivity of the people living in such
areas. This also has serious implications for future generation of people
residing in such areas.
In present situation as per the figures in the Poverty Mapping Report there are
0.64 Lakhs household reside in the 2443 slums and poor localities. Out of these
0.06 Lakhs households fall under BPL category, this constitutes around 9.9% of
the total households in the 243 Localities. These figures again suggest that EWS
and LIG category household also reside in the slums and poor localities.
Slum in Giridih
A large number of slums are on, or close to, pond, nallah or riverbanks. The
Slums in Giridih Nagar Parishad are distributed to all part of the city. The study
of the location aspect of the slum settlements reveals that the slums lie in the
strategically located and well-developed areas close to the work centers. The
slums have a mixture of housing – from pucca, semi--pucca, kutcha. Structures
for housing are single storied, one to two room houses averaging an area of
330–400 Sq.ft. There are 26 notified slum pockets in the Giridih city.
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Slums in Giridih:

S.NO

SLUM NAME

1

KANDU TOLA/HARIJAN TOLA

2

ANUDIH HARIJAN TOLA

3

JANKDAS RAJANA GALI

4

GOASALA MOHALLA

5

KUMHAR TOLA JARIDIH

6

BORO / DOMTOLI

7

LAKHARI MOHALLA

8

MOHANPUR HARIJAN TOLA

9

BHANDARIDIH GOASH BABA ROAD

10

JHINJIRI MOHALLA

11

MOHALI CHUA

12

MOHALI CHUA TARA TALAB

13

KOALDIHA

14

BARWADIH/PAHARIDIH

15

HUTHI BAZAR HARIJAN MOHALLA

16

DHURIYADIH

17

TIN KONIA / GADDI MOHALLA

18

DHOBI GALI

19

RAJENDRA NAGAR HARIJAN TOLA

20

CHANDAN NAGAR HARIJANTOLA

21

DHARIA DIH

22

JHARI GADI / AZAD NAGAR

23

KARWALA ROAD / HARIJAN TOLA

24

BARMASIA ASMASAN GHAT
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25

CHIRAJ GHAT

26

PANJABI MOHALLA / HARIJAN TOLA
Source: Giridih Nagar Parishad

Table No. 2.1

Fig 2.1: Distribution of Slums on Quickbird imagery inder Giridih Municipal
Corporation (Annexure I)
Fig 2.2: Land use Map of Giridih Municipal Corporation (Annexure II)
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CHAPTER 3: SLUM DETAILS
1. KANDU TOLA/HARIJAN TOLA

Fig 3.1: Satellite image of KANDU TOLA/HARIJAN TOLA
In this slum most of the houses are Kuccha. They are old and dilapated. There
are 70 to 80 households and surrounded by plantation. The Landmark nearby
the slum is Buranahar pond.
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2. ANUDIH HARIJAN TOLA

Fig 3.2 : Satellite image of ANUDIH HARIJAN TOLA
This slum is spread along the road. There are 90 to 100 households in the
Anudih Harijan Tola. Most of the houses are kacha structure. There is no
practice of solid waste management (collection, transportation and recycling)
by the local authority. Residents collect the waste by themselves and dispose it
to open ground which is also one of the reasons for the unhygienic condition
leading to health problems in the slums.
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3. JANKDAS RAJANA GALI

Fig 3.3: Satellite image of JANKDAS RAJANA GALI
There are 15 to 20 households in the Janakdas Rajana Gali. Most of the houses
are kacha structure. There is no
drainage facility here so in rainy
season the whole slum becomes
dirty. There are lack of basic
amenity facility like drainage and
drinking water in this slum area.
The Landmark nearby the slum is
Hanuman Mandir.
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4. GOASALA MOHALLA

Fig 3.4: Satellite image of GOASALA MOHALLA
There are 25 to 30 households in this slum. Most of the households are in
deficiency of Puucca drains and the waste water is mainly drained through
open drains along the sides of the roads at the level of the road surface, which
leads to unhygienic conditions.
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5. KUMHAR TOLA JARIDIH

Fig 3.5: Satellite image of KUMHAR TOLA JARIDIH
The Landmark nearby the slum a Gosala and Mandir. There are 30 to 35 households. The
population is very dense and most of the housed built of bricks and having Khaparal roof.
There is no practice of solid waste management (collection, transportation and recycling)
which is also one of the reasons for the unhygienic condition leading to health problems
in the slum.
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6. BORO / DOMTOLI

Fig 3.6: Satellite image of BORO / DOMTOLI
There are 50 to 60 household in this slum. This slum situated behind the Jeevan
Dhara Nursing home. In it sanitation and drainage are major problem. In the
slum most of the houses are Kutcha. Housing condition is very poor, with no
proper light and ventilation.
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7. LAKHARI MOHALLA

Fig 3.7: Satellite image of LAKHARI MOHALLA
This slum situated near the Durga Mandap. There are 60 to 65 households in
this slum. There is lack of sanitation
practice which leads to the unhygienic
condition.
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8.

MOHANPUR HARIJAN TOLA

Fig 3.8: Satellite image of MOHANPUR HARIJAN TOLA
Most of the households are in deficiency of Puucca drains and the waste water
is mainly drained through open drains along the sides of the roads at the level
of the road surface, which leads to unhygienic conditions. All residents are
from SC/ST caste. There are 30 to 40 households in this slum. The width of
road of the entrance of this slum is very less which leads communication
problem in this slum.
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9.

BHANDARIDIH GOASH BABA ROAD

Fig 3.9: Satellite image of BHANDARIDIH GOASH BABA ROAD

There are 20 to 25 households. The population is very dense and most of the
housed built of bricks and
having Khaparal roof. There is
lack of sanitation and drinking
water problem in this slum.
Garbage are openly scattered
which leads health problems
to the residents.
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10. JHINJIRI MOHALLA

Fig 3.10: Satellite image of JHINJIRI MOHALLA
Most of the houses built of brick and having khapral roof. All of the insides
roads are made of cement but the width are very less. There is no practice of
garbage management which is also one of the reasons for the unhygienic
condition

leading

to

health

problems in the slum. Jhinjiri
mohalla situated near bus stand
which is the centre place of the
town. There are 150 to 160
households in this slum but most
of

the

residents

built

their

concrete building.
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11. MOHALI CHUA

Fig 3.11: Satellite image of MOHALI CHUA
This slum situated near the officer colony. There are 200 to 210 households in this slum.
Most of the households are in deficiency of
Pucca drains and waste water is mainly
drained through open drains along the sides
of the roads.
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There is no practice of garbage management (collection, transportation and recycling)
which is also one of the reasons for the unhygienic condition leading to health problems
in the slum.
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12. MOHALI CHUA TARA TALAB

Fig 3.12: Satellite image of MOHALI CHUA TARA TALAB
This slum situated beside Tara talab. There is not proper arrangement of street
lighting.

Most

of

the

households are in deficiency
of Pucca drains and waste
water

is

mainly

drained

through open drains along the
sides of the roads which lead
to

unhygienic

conditions.

There are 25 to30 households
in this slum.
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13. KOALDIHA

Fig 3.13: Satellite image of KOALDIHA
This slum situated near Mashid main road dumri. There are 45 to 50 households
in this slum.Most of the houses
are kaccha, there are lack of
basic amenties like drainage,
road and etc.
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14. BARWADIH/PAHARIDIH

Fig 3.14: Satellite image of BARWADIH / PAHARIDIH
The nearest landmark of this slum is Gas Agency. There are 70 to 80 households
in this slum.Most of the residents are labours, daily wages workers. The major
problems are non
availability of basic
amenties in this area.
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15. HUTHI BAZAR HARIJAN MOHALLA

Fig 3.15: Satellite image of HUTH BAZAR HARIJAN MOHALLA
This slum situated near Durga Mandir. There are 50 to 55 households in this
slum.

Most

households
deficiency

of

the

are

in

of

Pucca

drains and waste water is
mainly drained through
open drains along the
sides of the gali.
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16. DHURIYADIH

Fig 3.16: Satellite image of DHURIYADIH
The major landmark is Hero Honda Showroom. There are 50 to 55 households in
this

slum.

Most

of

the

houses are kachha structure
and Kapral roof. Road and
drainage are on the same
space

which

leads

unhygienic surroundings.
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17. TIN KONIA / GADDI MOHALLA

Fig 3.17: Satellite image of TINKONIA / GADDI MOHALLA
This slum situated near Kandariya Musafir khana. There are 40 to 45 households
in this slum. Most of the households are in deficiency of Pucca drains and waste
water is mainly drained
through open drains along
the sides of the roads at
the

level

surface,

of

which

unhygienic

the

road

leads

to

conditions

of

the residents. People are
enjoying electric facility in
this slum.
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18. DHOBI GALI

Fig 3.18: Satellite image of DHOBI GALI
This slum situated near Tundi Road. There are 60 to 65 households in this slum
and they very densely populated. Waste water is mainly drained through open
drains along the sides of the
roads at the level of the
road surface, which leads to
unhygienic conditions.
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19. RAJENDRA NAGAR HARIJAN TOLA

Fig 3.19: Satellite image of RAJENDRA NAGAR HARIJAN TOLA
This slum situated near Rajendra Nagar Mandir. There are 40 to 45 households
in this slum. Most of the houses are kacha structure. Residents collect the
waste
dispose

by
it

themselves
to

open

and

ground

which is also one of the reasons
for the unhygienic condition
leading to health problems in
the slums. All people availing
electric connection.
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20. CHANDAN NAGAR HARIJANTOLA

Fig 3.20: Satellite image of CHANDAN NAGAR HARIJAN TOLA
This slum situated near the Police line. There are 30 to 35 households in this
slum. Most of the houses
are

kaccha

Garbage

and

structure.
sanitation

practice are major concern
in this slum which leads
unhygienic atmosphere.
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21. DHARIA DIH

Fig 3.21: Satellite image of DHARIA DIH
This slum situated beside school ground. There are 25 to 30 households in this
slum. There is not proper arrangement of street lighting. The width of road is
very less and all houses are
densely

populated.

Residents are enjoying the
facility

of

electricity,

pucca drains.
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22. JHARI GADI / AZAD NAGAR

Fig 3.22: Satellite image of JHARI GADI / AZAD NAGAR
This slum situated near the railway station and spread along the railway track.
There

are

40

to

45

households in this slum.
Some residents built up
the concrete building and
enjoying the facility of
free land.
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23. KARWALA ROAD / HARIJAN TOLA

Fig 3.23: Satellite image of KARWAL ROAD / HARIJAN TOLA
This slum situated near Karbala Bazar. There are 25 to 30 households in this
slum. There is a well which is the main source of drinking water facility for the
residents.
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24. BARMASIA ASMASAN GHAT

Fig 3.24: Satellite image of BARMASAI ASMASAN GHAT
This slum situated near Asmasan ghat. There are 20 to 25 households in this
slum. The population is
less

and

most

of

the

housed built of soil and
having Khaparal roof. In
rainy season people face
severe problem and there
are scarcity of all basic
amenities.
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25. CHIRAJ GHAT

Fig 3.25: Satellite image of CHIRAJ GHAT
This slum situated near Shiv Shakti ghat on the bank of Usri river. There are 15
to 20 households in this slum.
All

houses

are

densely

constructed; drains are open
which

leads

to

unhygienic

condition to residential.
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26. PANJABI MOHALLA / HARIJAN TOLA

Fig 3.26: Satellite image of PANJABI MOHALLA/ HARIJAN TOLA
The population is less and most of the house built of soil and having Khaparal
roof.

In

people

rainy
face

season
severe

problem and there are
scarcity

of

all

basic

amenties. There are 25-30
households in this slum
and

situated

near

the

sharan Kalyan Kendra.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION
The slums in Giridih Municipal Corporation are distributed in all parts of the
city. The aspects of the slum settlements reveals that the slums are in the
strategically located and well developed areas close to the work centers. There
are 26 notified slum pocket in Giridih Municipal Corporation.
There are seven slums i.e Kandu Tola, Anudih Harijan Tola, Lakhari, Jhinjiri,
Mohali Chua, Barwadih and Dhobi Gali, which are densely populated and having
more than 65 household.In rest of the slums the households ranging from 20 to
50. These slums are marked on Quickbird satellite data (Distribution of Slums,
Annexure I).
The common problems in these slums are non availability of basic amenities
like

proper drainage, roads, sanitation, garbage disposal, ventilation,

electricity and water connection. All these reasons for the unhygienic condition
leading to health problems in the slums. The distribution of Agricultural land,
settlements, waterbody, open space, vegetated area and major landmarks
within Giridih Municipal Corporation are mapped (Landuse Map Annexure II).
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